
Customer-Centric Content for SAP Data Warehouse Cloud from Partners and SAP 

Q&A 

 
Q: Is there any direct connection available to connect SAC with Ariba? Or Do we have to use Data 

Warehouse cloud in-between? 

A: We will provide a connection to Ariba via SAP DWC.  

 

Q: Is it possible to extract data from DWC and load it somewhere (example from DWC to Load in 

BW4HANA or any other tool) 

A: Yes, SAP DWC is open by design and allows access to / extraction of data. 

 

Q: Is partner content free for customer? What is the commercial model? how would partner make 

money if their content is distributed at no cost? 

A: It’s up to the partner to decide whether or not they charge for their content. For partners monetizing 

their content, this can be offered at SAP Store at the respective price. Free-of-charge content can be a 

lightweight version (freemium content), trial, or used by partners to attract follow-up services business. 

 

Q: Is it possible to have a detailed operational reporting like Webi or Analysis for Excel in this cloud 

based solution? 

A: SAP Analytics Cloud provides a successor for Analysis for Office that integrates with Microsoft Excel. 

 

Q: What are the data source system(s) for the Sustainability Control Tower content? 

A: A major source of information are obviously our own applications like S/4FI, SF, EHS etc. As this is 

currently still being worked on, please check the documentation as soon as the content is available. 

Also, in the first release a certain scope will be covered, and more and thus further sources should be 

added over time. 

 

Q: Does content list also provide how many customers have implemented that solution? More like how 

popular a particular best practice content is? 

A: We have the statistics for the partners, but do not share that publicly right now. 

 

Q: How to integrate DWC with BPT platform, also the DWC and HANA Cloud are connected anyway. 

A: We will have new connectors in DWC soon: RESTAPI plus enhancement to existing ones. 


